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2017 product range

“excitement, expectation, pride, & determination;
just a few of our core ingredients”
Richard Cross, Waxaddict Founder

wax
innovators

#nightbeads fluorescent edition

Candygloss

Subzero

CandyGloss is our entry
level show wax, lovely
silky gloss, whipped to
create a silky smooth
texture with even more of
the "good stuff" added.

The blend is ideal for colder
temperatures, curing quickly
and awakening your senses
with the warming menthol
vapours. Gloss is sharp and
water beading is addictive!

Edition 18
A polymer wax containing
zero carnauba, thats right
zero, just proving awesome
beading and great durablity
isn't all about the carnauba
content to us.

TM

top
seller

Vitreo
An exotic blend of carnauba,
motan, natural oils and wax
esters that make a very special
wax. A pleasure to apply,
tough durability, extreme
gloss, crystal water beading
and ultra rapid sheeting.

hand crafted car wax

Edition 21
Celebrating a breakthrough
blend in 2012, the extremely
advanced mix of organic wax,
oils and polymers are hand
crafted into a wax that is such
a pleasure to use.

NEW!

TM

top
seller

Quartz Si02
The first of its kind! Infused with
Si02 Quartz to truly push wax and
sealant technology with a
breakthrough hybrid. All the beauty
of a wax finish with extremely
impressive performance.

Kudos

Vortex

Cutting edge technology using
ingredients derived from B203
ceramics to give improved
hardness. This leaves a
stunningly slick finish, rapid
water sheeting and tough
resistance to traffic film.

Vortex is a highly advanced wax
coating, our smoothest finish with
ultra fast water repellency and
long lasting low friction surfaces,
expect mind blowing water
beading, extreme finish and 12
months durability.

hand crafted car wax

Quick Gloss QD
Removes light dust, dirt,
fingerprints and leaves a
gloss finish with wax
protection. Your ‘go to’
quick detailer.

NEW!

TM

Lustre
A natural carnauba spray
emulsion which gives a
lovely warm lustre to your
paintwork. The waterbased
ingredients are safe on all
finishes including
matte & vinyl.

top
seller

NEW!

Fo’Show Spray Wax
Made from the same
ingredients as our flagship
waxes, emulsified in water
with no alcohol, ipa or
solvent. Extreme Gloss,
water beading and durability.

Hydroglaze
A wax safe “after wash”
solution to keep your
paintwork hydrophobic and
spot free! Significantly
improving sheeting &
drying, leaving a streak free
finish.

spray wax

top Spray On Wheel Wax
seller A water based spray on wheel

wheel wax coating

wax, from the same technology
as our best selling FoShow
spray wax, with higher wax
concentration & si02.

TM

Slicks Tyre Spray

top
seller A water based spray which is

solvent free and also contains
SiO2 technology to give an ultra
wet finish and durability not
usually associated with a spray
type tyre product.

Slicksuds

Feeder Tyre Cream

SlicksSuds is a coating safe
wheel shampoo that safely
lifts dirt without removing
nanotechnology and waxed
based coatings.

An Si02 tyre cream that
penetrates deep into the tyre wall
to create a deep finish and ultra
tough protection. Tyres become
hydrophobic staying cleaner
longer.

wheels & tyre

top
seller

Pure Shampoo

Detox

Waxaddict Shampoo is a
highly pure blend that
cleans without shortening
the lifespan of your wax
coating. Nothing added
that shouldn’t be there!

The ideal prep before wax
application. The gentle
solvents leave your paint
clean and smooth removing
old wax and contamination.

Snowfoam
A unique luxury blend of
gentle detergents and
cosmetic grade surfactants
that cover your car in a
thick foam to help lift and
remove traffic film prior to
washing.

TM

NEW!

Touchless
The most powerful pour on
wax on the market! Spreads
with water and cures with
oxygen to leave gloss and
protection that lasts weeks!
Totally hands free application,
no wiping or buffing required.

maintain

Leather Cleaner

Leather Balm

Safely revive leather seats
and trim, removing dirt,
grime and light stains.
Simply spray and wipe
with a cloth or foam pad
to remove surface dirt
without damaging your
delicate leather.

We've taken our finest wax
ingredients and mixed with
organic oils to make a luxury
leather balm. Conditions
deep into leather, vinyl or
artico and leaves a classic
leather fragrance.

Interior Cleaner
Clean dirt and grime from
your cars interior with ease
with our interior cleaner.
Just spray and wipe to
remove heavy dirt on sills,
vinyl, rubber, plastic and
upholstery.
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top
seller

Spray Air Freshener
Adds a burst of scent to the
cabin and can be used on
interior surfaces to remove
dust and fingerprints.
Leaves an OEM finish.
Available in 5 fruity scents
to match our waxes.

interior

rapid xl drying towel

luxury
accessories
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